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About This Game

They lived normal lives in a small city in the heart of a prosperous country. They never knew that occasional clashes between
separatists and the government might dissolve into armed conflict until it all went heels over head. Now they're caught in the
middle of war zone as a deadly conflict turns the country into a wasteland. They aren't soldiers, and they aren't warriors. But

they are going to survive.

 Your mission: lead a group of civilians out of the war-torn country.

This won't be easy. You'll be able to avoid the battlegrounds but not other survivors, squads, gangs and hordes - and you'll never
know what their intentions are. Your choices will include hiding or attacking, and negotiating or engaging in trade, but you'll

always want to think twice since the lives of the entire group will be at stake.

 CHOOSE
You can take only five people with you, so choose carefully. Some are good at providing first aid, others are excellent

negotiators and still others have a way with technology.

 DECIDE
You'll make your way through the open map. You decide where to go next.

 SURVIVE
Plan your way and carefully select your actions when coming across other teams. Improve the skills that will apply to your

survival strategy.
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 ENJOY A SURVIVAL NARRATIVE
Your team is represented by tokens on the map. You interact with the game through dialog and observe card-style battles. Your

tasks: plan, guide and operate.
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Title: Displaced
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Gamexy
Publisher:
Alawar Entertainment
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Pentium Dual CPU E2180 2.00GHz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia 550 TI / AMD Radeon HD 6700

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian,French
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Great game for only $3! Runs extremly smooth, even when a room full of liquidy goo cascading towards your face. :) Fun music
and some good challenge curve throughout the game. Once you get the hang of building, you can go basically anywhere. For $3,
it's a 10\/10. Would melt again.. Why do I spent more time trying to connect a track than anything else?, I think tracks should
just fall in place at a cost, this is frustrating as there are more things to think about. and why do buildings and tracks create a
hole while trying to level out. Point is I spent more time trying to connect tracks and rails than actually seeing results . I saw
others goes right on utube videos, do I have the same version or what? I just bought mine so I should do have the latest version..
Very Asian, very Video Game, very Cool. Give it a Try.

It's a well made Puzzle-Action-Game, with great presentation and a surpringly complex and witty story; it's a really cool setting.

It appears, Robots like to smack-talk alot... First off Do Not Buy the first game. Buy this 1 it comes with the first game and
basicaly adds an exspanssion to the first game. This game comes with the full first game. That said this game was a fun game for
$20 however I bought the first game and played it first was quite dissapointed to find out this game has both 1 and 2.. GAME
COMPLETED. Game is s h i t. This is a really satisfying puzzle game, really clever without being too hard, and super cute and
fun too.
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Simply, E U P H O R I C
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  C. Nice freight loco and rake of cars for the sim. I'm not a fan of the 66's Braking system but it really doesn't matter :).

17\/17. Graphics are Nice, Music is really good, the interface and controls are intuitive. overall it is a nice puzzle game, though
some of the later puzzles do ramp up quickly in difficulty.. Tiny Bubbles is a world class casual puzzle game. It's a joy to play
each moment because the physics are so robust, and it still manages to be a genuine challenge. I love how the mechanics are
loose enough to where you straight up have to quickly finesse the physics sometimes to beat the level, or you can take your time
and megamind it. Add the "Nick's Praise Award" to your giant award cabinet.. First off, I would like to clarify that I am in no
way directly affiliated with the developer of this game. The opinions contained herein are my own, and are shared here to
attempt to give an accurate and comprehensive picture of my experience with this game. I omit commenting on the plot itself, as
I don't feel I have enough information at present to comment accurately on the componant, and won't bother giving input on the
multiplayer since I live a ocean away from everyone I've tried to play with. That said:

EPOCH is a 2-D adventure game with a strong influece from the BloodSouls series. The mechanics are inspired by those found
in BloodSouls games, in which the player is encouraged to pay close attention to attack animations, enemy traits, and one's
environment while reacting appropriately. Much like BloodSouls games, the strict difficulty of the game is just lenient enough
to convince the player that difficult obstacles CAN be overcome given the correct strategy. This draw to overcome challenges
serves as an excellent hook that leaves one fuming at seemingly 'unfair' enemies and puzzles, only to return to the game minutes
later as a potential solution claws at the player's mind. Whether the solution lies in upgrading a weapon, reconfiguring one's
equipment, or approaching the obstacle differently; EPOCH continuously offers the player a sense of challenge, with the proper
tools to succeed lying in wait. This balance between difficulty and mechanics is exactly what makes the BloodSouls experience
so engaging, and it is just as well implemented in EPOCH.

This drive to overcome obstacles lends itself to EPOCH's unique approach to exploration. The player levels up by acquiring
'Essenses' hidden throughout the game. Each essense gained earns the player 1 experience point, which can be allocated to
improving the character's stats, upgrading equipment, or gaining new skills. Some of these are left directly in the player's path,
some are neccesary for progressing further into the game, while others are more subtly hidden in nooks and passageways. This
encourages players to actively pay attention to the environment, and serves as incentive to revisit previous areas in the hopes of
uncovering more experience. Many have alluded to this mechanic as remeniscent of 'Metroidvania'-style exploration, and in a
sense this is not inaccurate. However, by giving the player the agency to decide how this experience will be used, one never has
the sense that their efforts are wasted on perks which aren't beneficial to one's character. In this sense, exploration in EPOCH
very much feels like a hunt to complete a jigsaw puzzle, with the final picture looming ahead of the player as they try to
conform the game's mechanics to their own style of gaming.

The levels themselves are divided into about a dozen areas which are interconnected by small hubs populated with NPCs. The
levels themselves are not terribly large, and new avenues open up to the players as they progress through the game which allow
for more convenient passage between hub-areas. That said, navigating these mid-ways can be confusing at times as one struggles
to recall the path to a particular landmark. The areas themselves are visually unimpressive (with noteworthy exceptions in the
form of pixalated statue-art) and contain countless corridors which can be difficult to distinguish from each other in one's mind,
save for trace color cues. Further, at the time in which this review is being written, the game features no over-world map which
might alleiviate this frustration. While these shortcomings are cetainly forgivable given the nature of the game's engine, it's
unfortunate that the environments themselves are rather bland when one of EPOCH's greatest pulls is it's incentive to explore.

Yet EPOCH compensates for it's visuals with a well-utilized soundtrack. While the environments may not be visually
impressive, each boasts distinitive, memberable tunes from the sombre tones of the game's main theme at The Tower to the
sharp, unnerving notes of the spider-infested tunnels of Bloodrood. The tracks also compliment EPOCH's sprarce, yet
compelling, plot as each evokes feelings of anxiety, drama, awe, and tranquility at the appropriate moments. The quality of the
soundtrack is one of Epoch's strongest assets, as it manages to engage the player's imagination with EPOCH's melancholy
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reality.

Maybe I'm wrapping too many words around my experience, and appear overtly partial to the game. In closing, I'm happy to
promptly list a number of things I dislike about the game. The dodge rolling mechanics can be unresponsive at times, which
sometimes hamper combat; there's a lack of diverse end-game equipment; the inability to respec experience can lead to
frustrating handicaps that compromise the player between restarting a character 50 lvls in or bearing one's past judgements; bugs
are quite common; &c.

And yet, I insist that EPOCH is a worthwhile and unique exeperience. Rather than a 'rip-off' of its insiprations EPOCH is more
appropriatly a tribute to these influences. It is one of the few games of its kind that manage to manipulate its constraints while
providing enough original content and ingenuity to distinguish itself from the crowd. Despite its constraints, it manages to
deliver a genuine, underivative BloodSouls experience tempered with its own individual aethetic and passion. Further, the
growing community coupled with the developer's drive to improve the game promise to help the game steadily improve in the
future. EPOCH is a must-try for avid dungeons crawlers, lore hounds, and retro 8-bit enuthisiats alike.
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